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Day 7 - Mastery Course on Noun – abstract noun 

 

 

 
 
 

Introduction  
 

इस कोसस में आप Noun के बारे में पढेंगे वो भी basic level to advance 
level. इस कोसस में अपलोगो को examples  के द्वारा concept को clear 
ककया जाएँगे साथ ही साथ competitive based questions करवाया जाएगा, 
हर concept को कहानी के द्वारा clear ककया जाएगा आपलोगो को notes 
provide  ककया जाएगा previous year questions के साथ so why to 
wait join our noun mission.  
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Learning Objective: 
The learning objective of this lesson as follows: 
In this session we will learn about collective noun. 

a. Examples related to abstract nouns with sentences 
b. Questions based on abstract nouns 
c. List of abstract  nouns 
d. Rules to use abstract noun. 
e. Moral story to understand the concept. 

 
 

Abstract noun -the name of something which we can’t see or 
touch smell only thought off  is called abstract noun . 
some examples are-youth ,childhood ,generosity ,earning.  
 
Find out abstract nouns from the following sentences. 

1) people lost faith in hospitals . 
2) we can defeat our challenges . 
3) what an idea ! 
4)  Go to the truth then ask. 
5)  Pigeon is a symbol of peace. 

Answers-faith,defeat,idea,truth,peace 
IMPORTANT NOTES 
** Formation of abstract noun from common noun . 
Boy- boyhood  
child –childhood 
 brother -brotherhood  
young-youth  
thief- theft  
enemy -enmity 
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 robber- robbery 
** formation of abstract noun from adjective. 
 Aware- awareness  
Thirsty- thirst 
 Generous- generosity 
  Fool- foolishness  
obese -obesity  
**formation of abstract noun from verbs  
to earn –earning 
 to fight –fight 
 die -death  
digest-digestion 
 
 Exam fact(Useful trick for competitive exams) 

 

 1)A or an is not used in normal sentences with abstract 
noun 
 example -honesty is the best policy . 
 
2)when the abstract noun is fixed then the can be used 
example-The honesty of my teacher is supeb 
  
MORAL STORY (to understand the concept) 
 A sheep is famous for its bravery ,there lived a fox his 
smile was cunning, one day he saw the sheep he 
thought to eat her. The sheep got an idea she said to 
fox” let me dance it will make my flesh to taste better 
“as soon as she danced the bell tied on her neck rang  
then her master came and she was rescued. 

 

Moral-we should never give up 
Abstract nouns are underlined 
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About course  
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